914v install

TRIUMPH DAYTONA 675/R DIY WINDSCREEN INSTALL
SPORTBIKE SADDLES & WINDSCREENS

PLEASE READ BEFORE MOUNTING YOUR WINDSCREEN
Installation Manual for Triumph Daytona 2013 to Present Windscreen Install
Thank you for purchasing one of Zero Gravity’s windscreens which has been designed and manufactured to give years of safe and fun
riding. This instruction manual gives you an in-depth look at the installation process. To receive further assistance or parts please call Zero
Gravity® Sales Department at 805-388-8803 or e-mail at techinfo@zerogravity-racing.com.

Helpful hints: Use metric tools, clean hands, and put the bike on a center stand. Do not pry on the screen excessively, as it will break
without much warning.
Mounting Your Zero Gravity Windscreen
Remove both of the mirror fasteners located underneath the
mirror foot. Remove both of the mirrors. Remove factory
windscreen by unscrewing the four top allen screws. Remove four wellnuts, pulling them down from the bottom.
When removing the windscreen, pull towards the back
since it’s sandwiched in between two layers. BEFORE installing ZG’s windscreen on to the bike, apply vibration dampApply tape in
ing tape that is supplied in the ZG bag. To apply, adhere tape
front
of the step
in front of the step at the top of the marker light as shown. To install
the ZG windscreen, reverse the uninstall instruction sequence.
Note: For best results, clean surface of the substrate with alcohol, removing any surface contaminant's such as dirt, dust, processing oils or waxes. Apply tape once the
surface is completely dry.

Locate the upper marker light

WWW.ZEROGRAVITY-RACING.COM

Pad Specs:
1/2” Square pad
x 1/8” Thick
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